
M1-BT OFFICE CHAIR
BIFMA
International authority certification

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

·Adjustable headrest
·Ventilated mesh backrest 
·Fabric seat with molded foam  
·Adjustable lumbar support
·Height Adjustable arms
·Swivel-lifting mechanism with single lock 
·325mm nylon base: weight capacity 1136kg
·SHS Grade 4 gas cylinder for height adjustable



Seat height adjustment 360-degree seat rotation

Backrest can be tilted Armrest- height 
adjustment



The best mesh for office chair

Breathable and more durable
Air-allowed mesh on backest

High rub resistance fabric for seat
Pure molded foam for seat
Density is about 55 degree More durable 
and more comfortable.With 14mm thickness 
plywood.

Fabric,mesh and foam passed smolder 
resistance



No sudden and major change in the structural 
intergrity when 68 kg applied for 1 min.

Height adjustable armrest



BACKREST TILTING 
DEGREE
It is able to offer good siting feelings to users. 
It would reduce stress to abdomen.
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Basic Mechanism

Pull upward: Seat height adjustment

Pull upward: Seat height adjustment
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SHS Class 4  Gas Lift 
(Top Class in the world)
Top class gas lift in the world
The black pole is nitrided and dealt with surface 
hardening, so it's very strong.



325 Nylon base
Radius: 325mm; others in the market: 280-
300mm

Super firm and stable
Super long lifespan
Suitable to different weight of people



60mm diameter PU castor
Durable design
Diameter: 50mm
Bearing Capacity: 155kg, conform to BIFMA
Anti-abrasion



Injected Memory Foam
Environmentally friendly materials
Conform to Euramerican environment protection Standard
Excellent resilience, will be in excellent condition for more than 5 years
Conform to TB117-2013



The unique frame of the chair ensures contact is maintained with your lower back in 
a normal curvature to help your back stay strong and healthy, and the adjustable 
lumbar support to ensure that the fit is right for users of all heights and shapes.



Engineering drawing effect,

showing modern office style

Project Gallery
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